The Major Outer Membrane Protein of *Chlamydia psittaci* Functions as a Porin-Like Ion Channel
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The major outer membrane protein (MOMP) of *Chlamydia* species shares several biochemical properties with classical porin proteins. Secondary structure analysis by circular dichroism now reveals that MOMP purified from *Chlamydia psittaci* has a predominantly β-sheet content (62%), which is also typical of bacterial porins. Can MOMP form functional ion channels? To directly test the “porin channel” hypothesis at the molecular level, the MOMP was reconstituted into planar lipid bilayers, where it gave rise to multibarreled channels, probably trimers, which were modified by an anti-MOMP monoclonal antibody. These observations are consistent with the well-characterized homo-oligomeric nature of MOMP previously revealed by biochemical analysis and with the triple-barreled behavior of other porins. MOMP channels were weakly anion selective (Pc/Pk ~ 2) and permeable to ATP. They may therefore be a route by which *Chlamydia* can take advantage of host nucleoside triphosphates and explain why some anti-MOMP antibodies neutralize infection. These findings have broad implications on the search for an effective chlamydial vaccine to control the significant human and animal diseases caused by these organisms.

Members of the order *Chlamydiales* are distinguishable from other bacteria by their obligate intracellular mode of growth and their distinctive biphasic life cycle in which the small spore-like extracellular and infectious form, the elementary body (EB), alternates with the intracellular vegetative form, the reticulate body (RB). The four main species currently recognized, *Chlamydia trachomatis*, *C. psittaci*, *C. pneumoniae*, and *C. pecorum*, are diverse pathogens that cause a range of disease in both humans and animals. A common component of all these species is the 40-kDa major outer membrane protein (MOMP), present in both the EB and RB forms. The MOMP is a multifunctional protein which is thought to have a role both in the infectious process (3, 34–36) and in the maintenance of structural rigidity via disulfide bond cross-linking within the EB outer membrane (13, 15, 26).

The antigenic properties of MOMP have been studied in detail since the landmark discovery that MOMP purified from sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-gels was capable of raising antibodies which could neutralize the infectivity of *C. trachomatis* in vitro (6). Protein sequence comparisons of MOMPs both within (33) and between (18) species, combined with epitope mapping studies (8, 43), have shown that the epitopes responsible for neutralization lie within four variable segments. Vaccine preparations based on chlamydial outer membrane complexes, which are highly enriched for the MOMP in its native form, have been shown to be protective against chlamydial disease in sheep (37), guinea pigs (2), and mice (10, 28). However, experimental vaccines based on denatured or nonnative recombinant MOMP preparations have yielded, at best, only partial protection (28). Most recently, protection was demonstrated in mice administered a DNA vaccine comprising only the MOMP gene (42).

These results clearly make MOMP the primary candidate for a subunit vaccine against chlamydial infection, but despite many years of intensive study, the paucity of structural information leaves unanswered many questions as to how MOMP fulfills its diverse functions. Structural studies are hampered first by the difficulty of growing chlamydiae in bulk and subsequently by problems with purifying and solubilizing a protein which both is highly cross-linked and normally resides in a hydrophobic environment. These factors have precluded attempts to crystallize the protein and have made it necessary to rely on analysis techniques that require relatively small quantities of protein.

A recent report showed that MOMP solubilized with octyl glucoside (OG) in the presence of dithiothreitol (DTT) was oligomeric, with electroforetic and sedimentation properties consistent with a trimeric structure (21). These oligomers resisted denaturation with SDS in a way similar to that for classical gram-negative porin molecules, which are also trimers (27). The result was consistent with an early observation by Bavoil et al. (3), who used liposome swelling to demonstrate that the chlamydial outer membrane contained pores and, due to its predominance in the outer membrane, that MOMP was the likely pore-forming protein. In this paper, we report direct evidence for porin function obtained by using native, oligomeric MOMP incorporated into planar lipid bilayers. Moreover, due to the traditional view that chlamydiae are required to scavenge ATP from the host cell, we have investigated the transport of ATP through the MOMP channel.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Chlamydial culture.** The ovine abortion isolate of *C. psittaci*, S26/3, was grown in McCoy cells as previously described (22). Briefly, infected cells were grown in RPMI 1640 (Gibco) supplemented with 5% (vol/vol) newborn calf serum, 0.2% (wt/vol) sodium hydrogen carbonate, 1% (wt/vol) HEPES, streptomycin (0.1 mg/ml), y-nystatin (25 U/ml), gentamicin (5 mg/ml), and cycloheximide (1 μg/ml).

**Purification of MOMP.** The MOMP used for reconstitution into planar lipid bilayers was purified from McCoy cells as described previously (3, 21). Secondary structural analysis by circular dichroism (CD) was performed on MOMP purified by non-denaturing hydroxyapatite chromatography as previously described (5). Briefly, 15 to 20 mg of EBs/RBs from tissue culture harvests were suspended in 2% (wt/vol) Sarkosyl and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. After centrifugation for 30
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min at 100,000 g, the pellet was resuspended in 2% (wt/vol) SDS in phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. Seven milligrams of the MOMP-enriched SDS extract was equilibrated with 0.01 M sodium phosphate (pH 6.4) containing 1 mM DTT and 0.1% (wt/vol) SDS (column equilibration buffer), this material was fractionated by hydroxyapatite chromatography in the continued presence of SDS, using the technique of Moss and Rosenblum (24). Briefly, the MOMP-enriched sample was applied to a preequilibrated hydroxyapatite column (Bio-Rad) which was then washed with equilibration buffer, and samples were eluted with a linear gradient of 0.1 to 0.6 M sodium phosphate (pH 6.4) containing 1 mM DTT and 0.1% (wt/vol) SDS. The fractions showing increased absorbance at 280 nm were analyzed by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and by immunoblotting using the MOMP-specific monoclonal antibody (MAB A11). The MABs used in this study, specific to the monomeric (4/11) and oligomeric (4/11 and A11) forms of MOMP, have been previously described (4, 21). SDS-PAGE and Western blotting were carried out as described previously (21). Protein concentrations were determined by gel densitometry and/or bicinchoninic acid protein assay reagent (Pierce).

CD, CD analysis of the hydroxyapatite-purified MOMP was performed on a Jasco J-600 spectrophotometer with a path length of 0.02 cm, averaging 16 scans between wavelengths of 190 nm and 260 nm for each sample. The spectrophotometer was blanked with 0.3 M sodium phosphate (pH 6.4) containing 1 mM DTT and 0.1% (wt/vol) SDS. Secondary structure estimations were obtained by the CONTIN procedure of Provencher and Glockner (30), which essentially compares the spectrum to a database of spectra from known structures.

Planar lipid bilayer reconstitution and channel analysis. MOMP was incorporated into 0.5-mm-diameter planar lipid bilayers cast at room temperature from a 3 mg/ml decane suspension of diphytanoylphosphatidylcholine (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, Ala.), using equipment and techniques similar to those described by Williams (38) as used in previous studies (7, 15). The cis side of the bilayer was voltage clamped relative to the trans side, using a Biologic RK-300 patch-clamp amplifier (Intracel, Royston, United Kingdom). The relative potential applied across the bilayer is called the holding potential or voltage-clamp potential. Transmembrane currents were low-pass filtered (10-kHz cutoff, 8-pole Bessel filter) and digitally recorded. All bilayers used had a conductance of <10 pS and a capacitance of >250 pF. Bilayers of this size have a relatively large capacitance. When large changes are made to the holding potential (e.g., by switching from 0 to ±80 mV), the bilayer momentarily becomes charged, and the charge then dissipates almost immediately to give rise to an exponentially decaying current transient. This is referred to as the bilayer capacitative current transient and is superimposed on channel recordings made immediately after large changes in the holding potential, giving them a characteristic curved appearance.

To incorporate channels, purified detergent-solubilized MOMP was added to the cis side to a final concentration of 1 mg/ml in the presence of a salt gradient, 250 mM KCl cis versus 50 mM KCl trans (buffered with 10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.4]). The solutions bathing the bilayer were changed by perfusion (at least 10 volumes required) of opening and closing of the ion channels give rise to square-shaped pulses of current which are termed unit currents. Unit currents and holding (voltage-clamp) potentials are displayed according to a standard convention, quoting the holding (clamp) potential in the cis chamber, with cis and trans, or a net flux of anions flowing in the opposite direction. Channel recordings were postfiltered (see figure legends) to reduce high-frequency noise and analyzed with the program pClamp 6 (Axon Instruments, Foster City, Calif.).

In the presence of a salt gradient either side of the bilayer, the reversal potential is defined as the holding potential that exactly balances the tendency for ions to diffuse down their chemical concentration gradient. Relative ionic permeabilities were calculated from measured reversal potentials by using appropriate forms of the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz voltage equation (7, 15), with 500,000 monovalent salt in both chambers from a concentrated stock solution. For the multivalent Na+ ion in the presence of Na+, the theoretical reverse potential for an ATP+-selective channel was estimated from the Nernst equation. The activity ratio of 100 mM Na-ATP to 10 mM Na-ATP was measured by using the Na+ ionophore gramicidin (11).

RESULTS

SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting analysis of OG-DTT-solubilized MOMP. The results of SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting analyses of the MOMP-enriched fraction solubilized with OG-DTT (Fig. 1) illustrate the purity of the MOMP preparation used in planar lipid bilayer reconstitution. Silver staining identified a 38-kDa protein corresponding to the MOMP; contaminants of approximately 90 kDa were also observed (Fig. 1A). These contaminants were identified as the previously described OMP90 (formerly POMP) family (19, 20) by immunoblotting using OMP90-specific MABs (results not shown). Western blots probed with MABs specific for the oligomeric (Fig. 1B, lane b) and monomeric (Fig. 1B, lane a) forms of MOMP demonstrated that when MOMP is solubilized in SDS sample buffer at room temperature in the presence of a reducing agent, it migrates with an apparent molecular mass of 100 kDa, which we interpret to represent an oligomer. When fully denatured by boiling, MOMP migrates as a monomer of 38 kDa. These results are typical of those observed with gram-negative porins and are identical to those previously shown by McCafferty et al. (21).

Secondary structure determination. Figure 2 shows silver-stained SDS-PAGE analysis of fractions eluted from a hydroxyapatite column under relatively nondenaturing conditions. Although fractions 20 to 30 contained significant amounts of MOMP oligomer (100 kDa), only fractions 25 to 30 contained very few contaminant proteins while retaining significant amounts of oligomer. MOMP oligomer accounted for >90% of the hydroxyapatite-purified protein (as estimated by densitometry), achieving the criteria for accurate structural analysis by CD. Fractions 25 to 30, which were eluted at a sodium phosphate concentration of approximately 0.3 M, were subjected to CD analysis in the far-UV range; the spectrum obtained for fraction 25 is shown in Fig. 3. The spectrum of purified protein is consistent with the presence of a large percentage of β structure, as indicated by the characteristic absorption minima at approximately 215 nm. Analysis using the CD-TEST procedure (30) (see Materials and Methods) estimated 62% β structure, 38% random coil, and 0% α helix. The CD spectrum of bovine heart mitochondrial porin in 0.1% (wt/vol) OG, recorded on the same spectrophotometer and known to contain 60% β structure (29), is shown for comparison.

FIG. 1. SDS-PAGE and Western blot analyses of OG-DTT-solubilized MOMP. (A) SDS-PAGE analysis of 2% (wt/vol) OG–10 mM DTT-solubilized MOMP-enriched preparations by silver staining. (B) The OG-DTT-solubilized preparation was subjected to SDS-PAGE on 12.5% gels, immunoblotted, and probed with MAB 4/11 (sample loaded after boiling; lane a) and MAB A11 (sample loaded without boiling; lane b). Molecular masses are indicated.
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Planar lipid bilayer reconstitution. OG-DTT-solubilized MOMP incorporated into planar lipid bilayers within 5 to 10 min of addition, to give rise to ion-channel-like unit currents (see Materials and Methods). Unit currents were not seen at 0 mV, despite the presence of an ion gradient (250 versus 50 mM KCl [see Materials and Methods]). This finding suggested that channel opening, or insertion, was a voltage-dependent process. Channel incorporation appeared to be autocatalytic, because the rate of incorporation accelerated markedly following the initial appearance of unit currents (40). After the first evidence of channel incorporation, the solution in the cis chamber was changed to limit the channel content of the bilayer. Finally, it was confirmed that the addition of buffer alone had no effect.

Figure 4 shows typical traces, with the same solutions on both the cis and trans side of a bilayer that had been exposed to MOMP. The data were obtained by switching the holding potential from 0 to either +80 or -80 mV as indicated. Bursts of channel openings are superimposed on bilayer capacitative current transients (see Materials and Methods). The channels exhibit voltage-dependent closure as the high holding potentials are maintained. Normally, the appearances on switching were similar to those shown in Fig. 4, with more open/closed transitions at negative compared to positive holding potentials, because it is a very robust bilayer lipid), the membrane potential could be clamped as high as ±200 mV without breakage, but the maximum number of unit currents generally appeared to occur at ±60 mV or above.

Two types of experiment confirmed that MOMP was the channel-forming protein. First, channel behavior (and rate of channel incorporation) obtained by using similar quantities of MOMP that had been highly purified by hydroxypatite chromatography was identical to that seen with OG-DTT-solubilized MOMP. This fraction was not reconstituted routinely, because its SDS content destabilized the bilayer. Second, addition of the native MOMP-specific MAb A11 affected both the open/closed transitions of the channel and the amplitude of the unit currents (Fig. 5). These effects could not be reversed by perfusion with antibody-free solutions. Note that the channels did not close completely in the presence of A11 (Fig. 5B). Additions of other immunoglobulins or BSA (1 mg/ml) were without effect (results not shown).

Properties of unit MOMP channels. Given that native MOMP tends to migrate as an oligomer, presumably a trimer, under nondenaturing conditions on SDS-PAGE, and knowing that many classical porins are trimers (9, 23, 25), we measured the number of functional unit currents that could be obtained following bilayer reconstitution of MOMP. The number of individual unit currents (e.g., levels 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 6A) were counted in 25 independent experiments in which incorporated channels were maximally activated by switching between +120 and -120 mV. The numbers of discrete conducting units are summarized in Fig. 6B.

Unit currents were measured (pClamp 6) to construct open-channel current-voltage relationships in symmetrical KCl (the same concentration of KCl in both the cis and trans chambers) (Fig. 7). These were all linear; the slope conductances were 120 ± 18, 210 ± 25, and 310 ± 32 pS in 50, 150, and 300 mM KCl, respectively (mean ± standard deviation [SD], n = 4). Careful inspection of the data revealed that channel closure was incomplete, with a residual conductance equivalent to approximately 5% of the fully open state. In some recordings we also observed subconductance states, but these substrates,
the residual conductances of the closed states, were not examined in detail.

In the light of results obtained by liposome swelling indicating that reduction of disulfide bonds was necessary to fully open pores within the chlamydial outer membrane, we attempted to oxidize our fully open MOMP channels and observe any effects on channel behavior. However, in vitro oxidation of bilayer-incorporated MOMP with hydrogen peroxide, oxidized glutathione, or Cu$^{2+}$-phenanthroline had no observable effect on any channel properties.

**Ion selectivity and permeability of MOMP channels.** The relative anion versus cation permeability of reconstituted MOMP channels was calculated from reversal potentials (see Materials and Methods) measured in 250 mM KCl cis versus 50 mM KCl trans. A reversal potential of $+10.0 \pm 4$ mV (mean $\pm SD$, $n = 4$) indicated that the channel was weakly anion selective: $P_{Cl}/P_{K} = 2.0 \pm 0.84$ (mean $\pm SD$, $n = 4$). The channels were also permeable to ATP. In the presence of 100 mM Na-ATP cis versus 10 mM Na-ATP trans, a reversal potential of $-11 \pm 1.9$ mV (mean $\pm SD$, $n = 10$) was obtained, with a unit conductance of approximately 80 pS. The ionic activity ratio of 100 mM Na-ATP to 10 mM Na-ATP, measured by using the Na$^+$ ionophore gramicidin (11), was 4.5. This corresponds to a theoretical (Nernstian) reversal poten-

tial of $-39$ mV for a solely Na$^+$ selecting channel and $+10$ mV for a solely ATP$^4-$ selecting channel; hence, a reversal potential of $-11$ mV suggests that there is substantial ATP transport.

**DISCUSSION**

In the search for an effective antichlamydial vaccine, efforts have mainly concentrated on the proteins of the outer membrane. These proteins are likely to be the key virulence determinants of *Chlamydia*, involved in attachment, internalization, and the prevention of phagolysosomal fusion, and are an obvious starting point for vaccine development. Primarily, research has focused on the MOMP which is the predominant constituent of chlamydial outer membranes, comprising approximately 60% of the protein mass. The MOMP remains the only chlamydial protein shown unequivocally to be surface exposed, and antibodies specific to the protein have been shown to be protective (2, 28, 37). For these reasons, MOMP remains the primary candidate for a chlamydial vaccine.

Problems purifying native MOMP or obtaining recombinant MOMP in a native form have hampered the study of structure-function relationships for this protein. Despite this, MOMP has been implicated in many aspects of chlamydial pathogenesis (3, 12, 34–36). Perhaps one of the most convincing, and widely accepted, proposed functions is that of a "chlamydial porin." Using the technique of liposome swelling, Bavoil et al. (3) demonstrated that outer membrane complexes of *C. trachomatis* contained water-filled pores with an exclusion limit of 850 to 2250 Da. Due to its abundance in these outer membrane preparations, it was postulated that MOMP, as a chlamydial porin, was responsible. This hypothesis is amply supported by both the structural and functional results presented in this report.

The protocol used to purify MOMP for structural studies could not be employed during the purification of MOMP for reconstitution experiments due to the destabilizing effects of SDS on the bilayer. Unfortunately, dialysis to remove SDS from hydroxyapatite-purified fractions was not feasible because of the prohibitively small amounts of protein involved. However, both methods, solubilization in OG-DTT and purification by hydroxyapatite chromatography, resulted in the formation of SDS-resistant MOMP oligomers typical of classical gram-negative porin proteins. Structural analysis by CD indicated that the secondary structure of MOMP was mainly β sheet (62%), similar to the high β-sheet content of bacterial porins previously characterized by X-ray crystallography (29). The relatively high proportion of random coil, calculated from the MOMP spectrum, may be attributed to its four surface-exposed variable segments (1, 16, 41).

At a functional level, the insertion of MOMP into planar lipid bilayers seemed to be autocatalytic, resembling that seen with other porins (40). It is possible that the correct insertion of one channel assisted the correct orientation of other channel proteins, thereby accelerating subsequent insertion. The preference shown by MOMP for a particular bilayer orientation was demonstrated by the asymmetric response of the channel to holding potentials of opposite polarity. Presumably this asymmetry of behavior, seen in other porins, has a structural basis (9, 23). The modification of channel amplitude and open/closed transitions by the neutralizing MOMP-specific MAb A11 was of particular significance, for it not only confirmed that MOMP was the channel-forming protein but also reinforced our belief that MOMP is arranged as an oligomer in the bilayer, since A11 recognizes only oligomeric MOMP upon Western blotting (4, 21). This posed the question, What is the minimal conducting unit of the MOMP channel? From the
results summarized in Fig. 6, we suggest that each MOMP molecule inserts into the bilayer as a trimer to give rise to three pores through the membrane, and that switching to holding potentials of ±60 mV and above promotes the opening of all three pores together. Thus, two MOMP trimers could give rise to up to six pores with six unit currents. Voltage-dependent closure at maintained high holding potentials meant that within a few seconds, only one or two protochannels in each trimer were seen to be open at any one time. This type of multibarrel behavior is common in porins (25), and a similar phenomenon has been observed, and analyzed in detail, in eukaryotic channel proteins (e.g., references 7 and 15).

What ions and metabolites would be translocated across the chlamydial outer membrane by a MOMP porin? Previously, chlamydiae were thought to require host-derived nucleoside triphosphates as an energy source and precursor of RNA synthesis, prompting us to look at their transfer across the bilayer. The reversal potential of 211 mV observed in asymmetric concentrations of Na-ATP corresponded to the passage of substantial amounts of ATP across the bilayer. If the MOMP channel were Na⁺ selective, allowing only the passage of Na⁺, we would theoretically expect to see a reversal potential of −39 mV; alternatively, if the channel allowed the passage of only ATP⁴⁻ across the bilayer, a reversal potential of +10 mV would be observed. Therefore, a reversal potential of −11 mV demonstrates the passage of both Na⁺ and ATP⁴⁻ through the MOMP channel. The identification of a route by which chlamydiae can take advantage of host nucleoside triphosphates and other nutrients may also explain why antibodies specific to MOMP neutralize infection. With the identification of genes encoding ATP biosynthetic pathways by the Chlamydia Genome Sequencing Project (32), it now appears unlikely that chlamydiae derive all of their ATP from the host cell.

In the EB, outer membrane proteins are disulfide bond cross-linked, rendering the outer membrane largely impermeable. The transition into the intracellular RB is coupled with a reduction of outer membrane disulfide bonds, increasing membrane permeability. It is clear that MOMP’s pore-forming activity would be primarily utilized at the RB stage of the chlamydial life cycle. Bavoil et al. (3) proposed that the reduction of outer membrane disulfide bonds opened chlamydial pores, allowing the uptake of ATP and other nutrients. Evidence supporting this hypothesis included activation of the pores by treatment with DTT and the blocking of reoxidation with iodoacetamide. Chemical modification was not required to maintain functional open channels from our OG-DTT-solubilized MOMP. We also noted that we could not reoxidize the putative free SH groups of bilayer-incorporated MOMP to close or inactivate the channels (mimicking the EB-to-RB transition). However, the reoxidation of disulfide bonds in the correct pairings to close the channel may require the presence of other proteins, such as the cysteine-rich proteins absent from the OG-DTT-solubilized sample.

In this study, we have shown that MOMP functions as a porin and have demonstrated a possible physiological function with the passage of nucleotide triphosphates through the channel. A particularly significant aspect of the work is that it provides a mea-
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**FIG. 6.** Analysis of the minimal conducting unit of the MOMP channel. (A) Contiguous 40-s recording of MOMP activity in a bilayer bathed in 50 mM KCl–10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) (holding potential –70 mV, filtered at 200 Hz). The closed level of the channel (0) and three unit open levels (1, 2, and 3) are indicated. (B) Maximum number of unit open levels counted in 25 individual reconstitution experiments.

**FIG. 7.** Current-voltage relationship of MOMP channels in symmetrical concentrations of KCl (each buffered with 10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.4]). KCl concentrations are 300 mM (●), 150 mM (■), and 50 mM (□). Error bars represent ± standard error of the mean for four independent experiments.
suratable criterion by which to assess recombinant MOMP for native function. Indeed, we have recently reconstituted a recombinant MOMP into the planar lipid bilayer resulting in the formation of ion channels with properties identical to those of the native protein (39). These results have broad implications on the search for an effective chlamydial vaccine.
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